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and men. Both mods can be use toguether. Djelle - Hairdo for Woohoo - mod: (pubic hairs for men and . Sims 4 Female Pubic Hair I want a male pubic hair for The Sims 4. I have been trying to find a mod that does this, but I do not want to be forced to put in all the make up just for one hair piece. :-(. Feb 4, 2019 I love that even with smooth, they get pubes.. 7th Feb 2019 at 4:46 PM.
However if the creator ever returns, I would love a female . Feb 3, 2019 Yesterday was my 18th birthday and I got sims 4 on…. Is there a mod compatible with wickedwhims that has pubes for males? Mar 19, 2018 TS4 - Acc Pubic Hair T-Shape.
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